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F11 , Fi;, Ma external loadings in the 1] and
and about the x axis, respectively

In this paper, a coupled flap-lag-torsion rotor blade
load and inflow identification methodology has been
developed and presented. This method determines the
structural loads, displacements, airloads and inflow of a
fully coupled flap-lag-torsion elastic rotor blade using
measured blade response data. Specifically, the authors
developed an "Inverse Transfer Matrix Method" for
identifying coupled flap-lag rotor blade loads. Now, this
method is extended to determine the coupled !lap-lagtorsion rotor blade loads and the rotor inflow for the first
time using the force analysis method. Blade load
identification includes the blade structural model, the load
identification process and the blade equations of motion
which are based on a force analysis. The intlow
identification approach, based on lifting-line theory and
unsteady thin airfoil theory, is for the first time,
developed and presented in this paper. The methods and
processes are verified using simulated flapwise, chordwise
and torsion moments and other response data that have
been calculated using !light test airloads data. These
flight lest data were obtained from the NASA/Army UH60A Black Hawk Airloads Program (BHAP). An eJTor
analysis is also performed to investigate the sensitivity of
the identified parameters to random eJTors of measured
data. The numerical results, including comparison with
flight test data, show that the developed methods and
processes are successful.

Notation

s directions

GJ torsional rigidity

Ie torsional mass moment of inertia

ki polar radius of gyration
k$ control system stiffness

L.!F circulatory airload in the !I direction of the airfoil
coordinate system
Lzc, Lznc circulatory and noncirculatory airloads in the
z direction of the airfoil coordinate system
Mac, Mane circulatory and noncirculatory aerodynamic
moments

M,, M 11 ,

M~; bending moments about the elastic,

major and minor principal axes,

X, 1]

and

S· respectively

r distance of blade element mass from the center of
rotation

s11 , Si;

shear forces in the direction of the major and
minor principal axes, 1] and respectively

s-

v, w displacements of the elastic axis in the direction of
the major and minor principal axes

Cct, C£, Cm two-dimensional blade section coefficients
e 0 distance at root between elastic ax is and axis about

which blade is rotating, positive when elastic axis lies
ahead

X, Y, Z stationary shaft coordinate system or rotating
hub coordinate system
x, y, z rotating blade coordinate system

El 11 , Eli; bending stiffness about the principal axes 11
and respectively

s-

s

direction of the major and minor principal axes,
respectively

1],

Ll

e built-in twist angle of the blade segment

t This paper is based on portions of Dr. Higman's
Ph.D. Thesis.

L1<j> change in torsional displacement along blade

tt This work was completed while the authors were at

segment,

the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Presented at the Twenty Second European Rotorcraft
Forum, Brighton, England, September 16-19, 1996.

e

e pitch angle of the blade section, positive when leading
edge is up
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torsional displacement about x axis, positive when
leading edge is up

From the identified shear loads, the airloads and inflow
acting on the blade can then be determined.
With this in mind, the objective of this study is to
subscripts and superscripts
determine, through identification, the airloads and inflow
of a fully coupled flap-lag-torsion rotor blade model.
n nth blade station or element
Two standard methods for the identification of rotor
blade loads have been considered by researchers thus far.
The modal analysis method and the force analysis
method, respectively. In the modal analysis method, the
modal moments are used in conjunction with
d( )/dr
experimental bending and torsion moment data, to
- identify the set of coupled generalized coordinates. With
the generalized coordinates identified, the blade
( ) parameters at the left end of the massless elastic field
deflections,
slopes and shears are identified and the
and are in the principal axes coordinate system
airloads are determined. In the second approach, the force
analysis method uses bending and torsional moments
parameters due to coupling between bending and obtained from experimental data in conjunction with an
torsion associated with centrifugal forces
equilibrium analysis of the aerodynamic, inertial and
structural bending-torsion moments to obtain the blade
airloads. Each of the two methods have potential sources
( ) parameters at the right end of the massless elastic
of errors. The modal deflection method is subject to the
field and relate the moments across the mass
ill-condition problem requiring considerable engineering
judgment
and even the flap only case can be difficult to
Introduction
analyze. Also, this method uses only a finite set of
dynamic modes which may not capture or represent
A rotor blade, when undergoing flap, lag and pitch
certain
physical phenomena of the problem. The force
oscillations, experiences large variations in the
analysis
method obtains the airloads from the difference
aerodynamic loads along the blade span and during its
between
the inertial and shear loads. Since these loads
rotation around the rotor's azimuth. The aerodynamic
nearly cancel on a rotor blade, the airloads calculation is
blade loads are highly motion dependent and, among
sensitive to small errors in the inertial and shear loads
other parameters, depend upon the coupled blade dynamic
calculations. References [I and 2] considered the coupled
response and the unsteadiness of the air flow. These
flap-lag and torsion cases, respectively, for the blade load
loads dictate the noise produced by the rotor due to stall
identification process. Because of the systematic
and compressibility effects as well as blade vibration in
approach
employed in the force analysis method, the fact
conjunction with the inertial forces. Furthermore. they
that
it
is
not
subject to
have a direct impact on the corresponding hub shears and
fuselage vibration and overall power requirements of the
helicopter. For these compelling reasons, to understand
Determine Bending-Torsion
and accurately determine rotor airloads has long been a
Moment Distri ution
desire and worthy goal of the rotorcraft engineer to bring
about a successful rotor design.
~
Two general directions have been taken to determine
Determine Blade Response
the motion-dependent blade loads. They are: I) rotor load
prediction and 2) rotor load identification. In the
prediction method, noted as the "direct" problem, the
airloads are "known" and the blade response is unknown.
Determine External Forces and
Conversely, in the identification method or "inverse"
Moments on the Blade
problem, the blade response is known and the airloads are
unknown. Until recently, however, the limited amount
and type of available flight test data has precluded the use
of identification methods in a detailed rotor load study.
Rotor Hub and Pitch Link Loads

<1>

0

~

+

In recent years, rotorcraft flight tests and wind tunnel

tests have begun to use a larger quantity and greater
variety of sensors to obtain more diverse and detailed

measurements. Also in these tests, a greater number of
flight conditions are being considered. As a result, rotor
load identification has been gaining interest as a means to
examine the dynamic nature of rotor blade response and
loads. The identification methodology, in essence, is an
approach to determine rotor loads from measured
structural response data, such as measured strains at
specific radial stations on the blade, local accelerations,
and/or blade angles at the root measured on the blade
during testing. This method is the "inverse" problem.

Fig. I. Rotor Blade Load Identification Process
the ill-condition problem, and that it is readily applicable
to the coupled blade bending-torsion case, the force
analysis method was used in this study. The process for
the force analysis method is shown in Fig. I.

Blade Load Identification Model
The nonlinear equations of motion for the structural
dynamics model of the rotor blade used in this analysis is
based on the linear model formulated by Houbolt and
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Brooks [3]. In Ref. [3], the set of partial differential
equations of motion of the continuous system were
developed to model an elastically coupled flap-lag-torsion
rotor blade having twist and nonuniform structural
properties. The rotating blade was assumed to be a
slender, straight rotating beam with homogenous,
isotropic properties. The blade cross section is assumed
to be symmetric. The model, developed using the
Newtonian approach of force and moment summation,
accommodates mass centroid and area centroid axes
offsets from the elastic axis. Also incorporated into the
model are the provisions for a torque offset, variable

pretwist and nonuniform mass and stiffness section
properties. Blade structural damping, precone, sweep and
droop, however, are not included.
The governing differential equations of motion for a
rotating blade, formulated by Houbolt and Brooks, were
adapted by Isakson and Eisley [4] to a matrix formulation
using discretization. The equations for the continuous
system were reposed as a set of finite difference equations
using a lumped parameter methodology to obtain a
solution for the set of differential equations of motion.
The lumped parameter technique utilized in their work is
a step-by-step or transfer matrix method. The transfer
matrix method type of analysis was first posed by Holzer
[5] in an analysis for the torsional vibration of shafts and
later by Myklestad to analyze the flexural vibrations of
beams [6]. The present analysis adapts this set of
discretized rotor blade equations of motion for the basis
of development of an inverse transfer matrix method to
identify the airloads and inflow on the rotor blade for
hover and forward flight. The equations are reformulated
and extended to adapt them to the blade load identification
approach. In this approach, the equations are formulated
to employ coupled rotor blade bending and torsion
moments, obtained from experimental strain measure
data. In addition, depending on the type of rotor hub,
blade root angles may be required.
In the development of the model rotor blade for load
identification, the proper selection of the coordinate
system for the governing equations needs to be
considered. Specifically, the coordinate system used in
this analysis should be compatible with the experimental
data. Since blade strain gages are placed on the load
bearing spar of the rotor blade to measure bending and
torsion moments during wind tunnel or flight tests,

it is

necessary to choose the blade cross section coordinate
axes or principal axes as the coordinate system. As such,
the blade coordinate system is defined as the TJ coordinate
parallel to the major axis, the ~coordinate parallel to the

minor axis of the cross section and the x coordinate
completing the triad. The origin of TJ and ~ coordinates
is taken at the elastic axis which is assumed to be a
straight line for the undefonned blade. The section
coordinates, displacements v, w, $,bending and torsion
moments M11 , M~. Mx. shears S~. s11 , and airloads F~.
F11 , Ma for the flapwise, chordwise and torsion directions
are shown in Fig. 2. The blade response takes place
within the rotating blade coordinate system x, y, z which
ha' ·'translation, e 0 , from the rotating hub axes Xh. Yh,
Z!J to the blade axis to incorporate a torque offset shown
in Fig. 3. The torque offset is positive as shown. The
hub axis rotates about the stationary shaft axes X,, Y5 ,

Zs, in the counter-clockwise direction when viewed from
above. The velocity of the shaft axes system relative to
the inertial reference frame is considered through the
advance ratio and the shaft tilt.

Elastic
Axis

Mll
Fig. 2. Nomenclature for Cross-Section Coordinates,
Displacements, Moments, Shears and Airloads

z,, zh. K

z,k'

Y,,T

X,

i'

Ot

x,,T
Fig. 3. Stationary Rotor Hub and Rotating Blade
Coordinate Systems
The blade is divided into a number of spanwise
elements, not necessarily equal in length, each of which
consists of a massless elastic beam segment or field and a
concentrated point mass or station. The flapwise bending
stiffness EI 11 , the chordwise bending stiffness El~ and the
torsional stiffness OJ are assumed constant between
masses. Figure 4. shows the relationship between the
elastic axis and the structural offset parameters where
both the tensile and the mass centroids are defined as
positive ahead of the elastic axis. The mass centroid and
tensile axes, both of which are offset from the elastic
axis, are defined at each blade segment.
The states S~, M 11 , w', w, s11 . M~. v', v, Mx, $,
which are located at the right side of the mass station, are
defined and represented along the blade at each of the
spanwise segments and change in such a manner that the
variation can be considered to occur in a series of steps.
These states chm·acterize the ends of each segment and are
considered to be insulated from rest of the structure. The
calculation of the states in the identification methodology
proceeds from the root of the blade to the tip. Within
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each analysis step from the station n+ I to station n,
there are three intermediate steps.

e

segment leads to the Eq. (2 to II). These relations are
structured in a loads identification manner and combine
the last two steps in the analytical process of movement
across the stiffness field and mass station. The equations
of motion Eq. (2 to II), in dimensional form, are as
follows where, the script shear and moment parameters,
S, 5W signify terms due to inertia, centrifugal and Corio! is
forces acting on the mass.

fJ, j

(2)

Elastic Mass
Axis
Centroid

M 11 ,n

Tensile
Axis
Fig. 4. Blade Structural Parameter Offsets

= M 11 ,n + S~;,nen

(3)

+ Tn+J(Wn- Wn) + YlifJ,n + MTJ,n

The first involves a rotation discontinuity £>(6+$) 11
between station n+ I and station n. This change in angle
along the blade about the elastic axis accounts for the
pre-twist built into the blade and the elastic deformation
experienced by the blade. The blade pitch angle is

The second intermediate step, advancing from the left side
of the segment to the right, involves movement across
the massless elastic nth segment of length €11 and the
third involves movement across the nth lumped mass of
the nth station. The second and third intermediate steps
serve to establish the relationships of the forces and
moments which act on the segment. Figure 5. shows
the relative association of the discrete mass, elastic field
and rotation for each segment.
Based on the process described above, the equations
of motion in lumped parameter form, can be developed.
To do so, the forces and moments that act on the nth
blade segment are determined and the equilibrium of the
segment in terms of a set of relations is obtained. These

(4)

- Wn- -·"
e~
WnWnt.n + Tn+]Wn. EI
3

TJ,n

(5)

(6)
M1;,n

= M~;,n + STJ,nen + Tn+I(Vn- Vn)

(7)

+ Yl11;,n + M1;,n- Tn+leA,n

forces and moments are due to aerodynamic, inertia,

centrifugal and Coriolis type loadings and couple with
the deflection and slope relations through the elastic
properties of the segment. Movement across the
massless segment entails a coupling of the forces and
moments on the segment through the elastic properties
of the segment.

(8)

-Vn-- Vn- -·Vn een+ T n+IVn=c='--· e~
3EII;,n

s e~
- 11 ' 3EI

X

n+l

n

11

l;,n

-

M

e~

(9)

l;,n2.EJ
l;,n

Fig. 5. Adjacent Blade Segments
Movement across the lumped mass involves only
changes in the shear forces, bending moments and torque
since there are no discontinuities in slopes or
displacements. The equilibrium of the forces and
moments, which include the external forces, and the
elastic displacements and rotations at the nth blade

Mx , n = Mx ' n + Ylix , n + Mx ,n +Man
'
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(1 0)

(11)

where the centrifugal force is

(12)
The boundary conditions should be consistent with
the identification analysis such that the bending and
torsion moments are prescribed and the slopes may be
prescribed depending on the hub configuration.
Parameters at the right edge of segment n+ I are
advanced along the blade to the left edge of segment n
using geometric transformations, provided in Eq. (13 to
22). Through these geometric transformation terms,
nonlinearities exist due to the bending-torsion coupling.

moments along the blade are considered known and as
such the torsional displacements can be determined along
the blade in a manner independent of the coupled flap and
lag relations using Eq. (28). It is noted in this analysis,
the structural coupling terms identified by Mil' eta/. [7],
which couple the bending with the torsion through the
product of the curvatures are not included. These
nonlinear terms should be incorporated for the hingeless
rotor configuration and for the case where bending
stiffnesses are not "closely matched".

Ml],nScncos(Mn+L'.<I>n) - slj,nsin(.t.8n+L'.<)ln)

= s~,n+l
Ml],nCOS(L'.8 11 +L'.<jl 11 )

-

M~,nsin(L'.8n+L'.<)ln)

= Ml],n+l

S~,nfn + Tn+IWn- Q 1l],n(W~ + Yn8~)
2

lrt,n(w~ + V 11 8~) = Mrt,n + Tn+IWn

(13)

+

(14)

+ 2QI11 ,11 ((<jl 11 + 8 11 )cos8n - 8n<Pnsin8n)
+ (U 11 ,11.]COSL'.8n-l- U~,n-!Sin1'.8n.t)C<Pn- <Pn-I)

(15)

(23)

2

M~,n- S 11 ,nen + Tn+!Vn- Q 1~, 11 (V~- Wn8~)
+ 1~, 11 (V~- W11 8 11 )

W11 COS(L'.8 11 +L'.<jl 11 )

-

VnSi n(L'.8n+L'.<)ln)

= Wn+l

Slj,nCOS(L'.8n+L'.<)ln) + s~,nsin(L'.8n+L'.<)ln)
= Sl],n+ I

(16)

+ 2m 11 Qe 11 ( -w 11Sin8 11 + vnCOS8n)
- 2m 11 Qe 11 8 11 (W 11 Cos8 11 + YnSin8n)

(17)

-

=

2

(24)

M~,n + Tn+!Yn- m 11 Q r 11e 11

+ 2QJ~, 11 ((<jl 11 + 8 11 )sin8n + 8n<Pncos8n)
Mt;, 11 COS(L'.8 11 +L'.<jl 11 ) + Ml],nsin(L'.8n+L'.<)ln)

= M~,n+l

(18)

+ (u~,n-!Cosl'.8 11 .] + Ul],n-Isin1'.8n-I)(<!>n- <l>n-I)
- Tn+leA,n

(19)

V 11 cos(L'.8 11 +L'.<jl 11 ) + Wnsin(L'.8n+L'.<jln)

= Vn+l

(20)

v~(l + Tn+l 2 if' )-Sl],n2if'
-(n\, 11 (V~- w 8:,) - I~, 11 (V'n- Wn8~)
~,n

~.n

11

Mx ' n = Mx ' n+l
<Pn

= <Pn+l

(21)

- 2m 11 Qe 11( ( -w 11 Sin8 11 + vnCOS8n)
- en(WnCOS8n + Ynsin8n)l Ein

(22)

Relations which couple the moment, deflection and
slope terms, presented as Eq. (2 to 5) and Eq. (6 to 9)
along with the moment transformation Eq. (14 and 18),
can be reformulated to develop an 8x8 transfer matrix.
From this process, it can been seen that the unknown
shears, which are transfened along the blade, can be
determined at segment n as a function of blade
displacements, deflections and moments. This approach
is an inverse of the response approach in which the
shears are determined from the "known" airloads.
Through the identification process, the torsional

~.n

+ (M~,n- m11 Q re 11 +
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2

= v~

(25)

2QI~, 11 ((~ 11 + en)sin8n

+ Sn<Pncos8 11 ) + (U ~.n-1 cosi'.Sn-1

-

.

)

) en

+ ul],n-]Slni'.Sn-1 C<Pn- <Pn-ll- Tn+leA,n ~
~.n

w

n

e~ - Sr''"3EIt~

+ T 1w'
n+

"3EI n,n

F~;,n = S~;,n- sl;,n + ffinWn
2

ll.n

1 , 0 (w~ + vn8~) - I11 , 0 (w~
+ Vn8~)) ; ; = Wn + w~en + (M 11 ,n
2 TJ,n

+ mnQ sin8n(-wnsin8n + VnCOS8n + enCOS8n

- (n\

2

+eo)- mnQ en<!>n(Csin 2 8n
..

2

"

(29)

- cos 2 8n) )+ mnQ eo<!>ncos8n + mnenC<I>n + 8n)
(26)

'
'
+ 2mnQsin8n[ en(YnWn8n)

+

f (w~w~

F11 ,n

+

v~v~)dr]

= - S 11 ,n + S11 ,n - mn vn
?

+ ffinQ-cos8n(-WnSin8n + VnCOS8n

e3n

T
'
Vn + n+1Vn3EI
- (n\,nCv~-

l;,n

2

+ encosen + eo) - 2mnQ en<l>nsinencosen

,3

S
- TJ,n3EI

<0

2

l;,n

wn8~)- I~;,ncv'n- w 1 8~)

+ 2mnQcosen[en(v'n-

- 2mnQeJ(-WnSin8n + VnCOS8n)- en(WnCOS8n)

. enJ) 2EIe~ = -Vn + -·Vnfn
+ VnSin
l;,n
2

.

.

(27)

+ ( Ml;,n- mnQ ren + 2QI~;,n(C<j>n + 8n)sin8 11

f (w'nw~

+ v;,v;,)ctr]
2

Ma,n = Mx,n+l - Mx,n + mnQ enrnw'11
' + mnQ 2en( (-wnsin8n
- U TJ,n-JWn-1

+ (ui;,n-1COsi\8n-1 + UTJ,n-1Sini\8n_t)
2

+

wn8~)

- (Ui;,n-1 cosi\8n-1 + UTJ,n-1 sini\8n-1)w~

+ 8n<J>ncos8n)

C<l>n- <l>n-1)- Tn+1eA,n)

(30)

- mnQ e 0 <j>nsin8n

+ Vncos8n + e0 )sin8n + e0 <j>ncosen)

i£

+ mnenwn + Q

i;,n

+

2

((I~;,n- 111 ,n)<!>ncos28n

(31)

O~;,n- I11 ,n)sin8ncosen) + Ie,nC~n +en)

+ 2QI 11 ,n(w~ + v 11 8~)cos8 11
(28)

Along with the torsional response $n. the flatwise wn.
and edgewise vn, responses of the blade can be identified
for each blade segment. The steady and unsteady air loads
depend on the blade response and will be used in the
identification of the inflow and components of the drag.
With the shears having been determined for an nth
blade segment, the external loads in the principal axes
system, F?;;,n• Ffl,n and Ma,n can be identified. These
relationships, derived from Eq. (2, 6 and 10), are provided
in Eq. (29 to 31). In this analysis only the steady state
solutions are sought. It is therefore assumed that the
steady state response of a rotor blade is periodic so a
harmonic solution is applied to the equations of motion.
These harmonics are of the form aKccos(KDt)
+aK5sin(KO.t) and result in a separate set of complex
identified parameters for each K hfrrmonic.

+ 2QI~;,n(v~- w 11 8 11 )sin8 11

Aerodynamic Force and Inflow
Identification Model
The identified external loadings, F1;,n• F 11 ,n and

Ma,n. in the principal axes system, can now be used in
the identification of the airloads and the corresponding
inflow. The airloacls must be represented in the wind
axes system to correctly identify the lift, drag,
aerodynamic pitching moment and inflow at a given
blade segment. To accomplish this, an iteration scheme
is devised to transform the loads into the wind axes using
the identified loads in conjunction with two-dimensional
wind tunnel data and the identified blade response data.
The orientation of the wind relative to the blade section,
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as influenced by flight condition, is important so yawed
flow effects are considered.
The aerodynamic environment encompassing the

rotor blade can be divided into two problems noted as the
"inner" and "outer" problems. The inner problem
addresses the force theories at the airfoil and the outer
problem addresses the rotor wake. In the traditional
airload prediction sense, rotor blade airloads are implicitly
determined as a consequence and condition for rotor trim.
This is necessary since the rotor inflow and associated

geometry are unknown and as a result, the aerodynamic
environment at the blade segment, or inner problem,

cannot be explicitly determined. At this point in airloads
prediction methodology, a wake model with an assumed
or determined geometry would be coupled with the
airloads model to provide a closed form set of equations.
However, with identification methodology, the airloads
in the cross-sectional axes of the blade are determined
independent of the wake. In fact, knowing the airloads
implies that the inflow due to the shed and trailed wake
are known; and, consequently, the nonuniform steady and
unsteady inflow can be identified at the blade segment
through the transformation of these loads into the wind
axes. In the identification methodology, no assumptions
need be made regarding the wake or its geometry since
the known airloads explicitly contain this information.
To obtain the airloads and inflow at a blade segment, two
first-order airload theories, steady lifting-line theory and
unsteady thin airfoil theory, are used in this analysis.
These theories, as used, make no assumptions regarding
the wake and allow for the wake and airloads to be treated
separately. Lifting-line theory (i.e. strip theory or blade
element theory) was chosen in lieu of lifting-surface
theory for the steady loads because of its simplicity,

describing the aerodynamic environment at that blade
section. Lifting-line theory, which is a finite wing
theory; uses a single bound vortex, placed at the
aerodynamic center, running the span of the blade and
assumes that the aerodynamic environment varies slowly
along the blade. This assumption is usually well
satisfied for the rotor blade, given the fact that it is long
and slender. The assumption, however, is not satisfied
near the blade tip and along the section of the blade where
a close vortex interaction occurs. In these situations,
three-dimensional flow and large changes in the
aerodynamic environment exist. The lift near the tip is
usually corrected using some type of tip loss factor.
However, because the lift has been identified a priori,
using this correction is not applicable. Still, threedimensional flow is present and thus the determination of
angle of attack, inflow, etc. will incur some loss in
accuracy. The loads on the blade associated with a blade
vortex interaction are not included in the modeL
The aerodynamic model is applicable for a range of
flight conditions including hover and forward flight, and
low and high inflow conditions. Compressible flow and
yawed flow corrections are incorporated and reverse flow
is included. From this theory, the aerodynamic loads per
unit length in the wind axes system can be expressed as

= 1/2pu~cnCr(ae, Me)
Dn = l/2pu~cnCd(ae, Me)
Ma pm, n = - Xac , nLn + Mac , n =

Ln

(32)

1/2pu~C 11 (- Xac,nCt(ae, Me)+ CnCm(ae, Me))

IIdentified
Flight Condition Data,
,I
Blade Response data

•

Blade S~ment
Aerodynamic nvironment

(33)

I

~Airfoil Data Table~
::;;:
d

rl

os

''"

NQ

y

..I

ae

External Loads

Lifting-Line and Unsteady
Thin Airfoil Theorv

.
f

and the effective angle of attack is

-b

I

I

Induced Inflow

Lift, Drag, Aerodynamic Pitching
Moment in the Hub Axes System
Fig. 6. Rotor Blade Airload and Inflow Identification
Process at nth Blade Station
computational efficiency and adaptability to the
identification process. This theory is linear and, under
certain conditions, applicable to two-dimensional
incompressible flows. Lifting-line theory is well suited
for the identification process in that the external normal
load is known. Thus, the circulation on the blade, due to
the trailing vortex system, can be identified by correctly

A.R - rW+
v · VW· ·
= eT- -t-.

" ·
VWdr

(34)

The steady lift in the wind axes system is identified
by employing the previously determined external loads,
F11 , 1'1;, in addition to two-dimensional lift coefficient
data. The resultant relative velocity, u, is rotated relative
to the blade segment to satisfy the solutions for the
effective angle of attack and the inflow angle, <p
relationship. In this rotation, the lift vector remains
perpendicular to u. A physical constraint is placed on the
process through the use of Cp which depends on a
combination of the angle of attack, Mach number and
yawed/swept flow. The process to identify the inflow is
implicit and a binary-search iteration scheme is used to
obtain all of the parameters related to the aerodynamic
environment. The process is started with an initial value
specified for the inflow where the inflow is iterated until
the error, e, in the solution, Eq. (35) is forced to zero.
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(44)
A rotor blade, subjected to a time varying free stream
and/or unsteady motion, requires an analysis employing
unsteady aerodynamics. These unsteady airloads, which
are characterized by heave and pitch motion of the blade
and a time varying free stream, are obtained using thin
airfoil theory which is extended for rotary wing
application [8]. This theory is linear and is applicable to
two-dimensional incompressible potential flows.
The airfoil is assumed to be a flat plate with zero
thickness and having a chord length 2b. The airfoil
experiences arbitrary heave motion, w in the z direction
and pitch motion e about the elastic axis. The relative
air velocity in the y direction is denoted as UT. A
relative air velocity component, normal to the airfoil, is
created and defined as Wb + Uw, which is the total
downwash due to a vorticity distribution along the
airfoil. The velocity due to blade motion wb, is defined
as positive up and the wake induced inflow Uw is defined
as positive down.
The blade velocity is written as a
mean value plus a term linear in y, wb =-(A+ By)
and the induced velocity is expanded in a Glauert series
over the blade chord, where A= - W + UTeT and the rate
of blade pitch and torsional deformation, B=9T. To
obtain the lift and pitching moment on the airfoil, the
pressure differential across the airfoil may be determined
with the use of the linearized form of Kelvin's equation.
The pressure differential can then be integrated across the
chord to obtain the unsteady lift and moment. The lift
and moment equations can be expressed in terms of blade
motion and inflow coefficients to provide the unsteady
loads for the rotary wing case. These load relationships
are presented in a form where the circulatory and

noncirculatory terms are separated as necessary for the
identification methodology. These equations consist of
higher order and time dependent inflow terms. Because
the inflow is calculated at one point on the blade, it is
desirable to assume and employ a flat wake
approximation [8] to obtain the inflow in terms of only
UQ.

The lift curve slope and the location of aerodynamic
center were corrected using two-dimensional experimental
data, where the flow is compressible. The induced
velocity is identified at a blade segment as a function of
the identified unsteady lift load, the corresponding blade
motion and the relative air velocity at the blade section.
The total identified unsteady lift is comprised of both
circulatory and noncirculatory terms. The noncirculatory
terms, which are due to blade motion, are separated from
the identified unsteady lift yielding only the circulation
due to blade motion and shed-wake induced velocity.

Lzo

= Lz- L.znc

(45)

The identified and noncirculatory lift terms are determined
in the principal axes system yielding the net circulatory
lift in the same reference frame. While the boundary
condition is satisfied through the noncirculatory
vorticity, an error exists however, Eq. (42), in the
required unsteady circulatory vorticity due to the motion
of the blade and shed wake. In a manner analogous to the
steady lift, the unsteady circulatory lift term needs to be
iterated on the unsteady shed-wake induced velocity in
order to satisfy the total bound vorticity requirement. A
binary-search iteration scheme is again employed for this
process. To satisfy the total bound circulation
requirement, the resultant velocity vector at the three
quarter chord point is rotated through the angle of attack,
a, using the blade motion and iterated inflow values.
During the rotation, the circulatory lift remains
perpendicular to the resultant velocity.
E

=a! UTifP[(A- '\l) ±~I ± Z~ac )B]

-

(F~

- Lznc)cosa - F'lsina

(46)

As with the results Ji·om the blade load identification, the
results from the aerodynamic forces and inflow are
presented in harmonic form. Figure 6. provides an
overview of the airloads in the wind axes and inflow
identification process.

_cz[.

·(c)]

L.mc- aSp A+ B±4+ Xaclj

Results and Discussion

(41)

(42)

(43)

The UH-60A main rotor was used as the model in
the verification of the method and the identification
analysis. Airloads data from the NASA/Army UH-60A
Black Hawk Airloads Program (BHAP) were used in the
analysis and two night speeds were considered, Jl=O. and
Jl=.l93 along with COITesponding air density and rotor
speed data. References [9 and 10] provide highlights of
the test program.
The flap and lag elastomeric bearing and torsion
bearing was assumed to be co-located and the main rotor
blade was discretized into 48 spanwise elements for a
total of 49 radial stations. The outer 48 radial stations
along the blade, r=.06R to I.OR, were equally spaced
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while the 49th station was placed at .0466R to coincide
with the focal point of the elastomeric bearing. The
lengths of the outer 47 elements is P =.02R and the inner
most element between station 48 and 49 has a length of P
=.0134R. The built-in blade twist, which washes out in
a linear manner for most of the blade, has a positive
slope beyond .94R. The control system stiffness, k<l>,
was assumed to be linear. The UH-60A main rotor blade
has an aft swept tip which was ignored in the analysis.
In the analysis, it is desirable to use bendingtorsional moments obtained from experimental strain
measures to determine the spanwise external moments.
However, due to various limitations in the BHAP strain
measure data, these data were not utilized. Consequently,
to obtain the distributed bending and torsional moments
and blade root angles, simulation was used and to
generate these data sets, a prediction methodology was
employed. The simulated distributed bending-torsional

Eigenvectors for the bending case, respectively. Table 2.
and Fig. 8. provide the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors,
respectively, for the torsion case. The identification
analysis only considered the first 10 harmonics (including
the steady term) and the TMM correlates very well for
this frequency range.
Table 2. Comparison of Eigenvalues: Transfer Matrix
Method (TMM) vs. CAMRAD/JA, Torsion Modes (Per
Rev), Rirrid Root
CAMRAD/JA
TMM

Table I. Comparison of Eigenvalues: Transfer Matrix
Method (TMM) vs. CAMRAD/JA, Coupled Bending
- 16 deg
Modes (Per Rev) , 8 75RTMM
CAMRAD/JA

Mode

Bending

Bending

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.268
1.035
2.807
4.696
5.170
7.831
11.442
12.660
15.830
21.218

0.269
1.036
2.808
4.691
5.174
7.863
11.526
12.605
15.950
21.391

Mode

Torsion

Torsion

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5.333
4.895
15.657
25.992
36.444
47.755
67.681

5.357
4.905
15.109
25.098
36.765
50.813
69.645
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Fig. 7. Modal Analysis: Transfer Matrix Method vs.
CAMRAD/JA, 4th Coupled Bending Mode

moments and blade root angles were generated using the
bending-torsion equations from Ref. [3[ in the form of
the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) where the BHAP
airloads data were used as the forcing function. To
validate this structural dynamics model, the modes and
frequencies from the prediction analysis were checked for
agreement with the results from CAMRAD/JA, Ref.
[11]. Table I. provides the Eigenvalues and Fig. 7., the

The identification process of the rotor blade's
external moments depends on, among other things, the
accurate identification of the blade's displacements. To
obtain confidence in the identified moments and the
methodology ilself, a second validation exercise was
conducted at a midpoint in the solution process. As
such, the identified blade displacements were correlated
with the simulated data from the response methodology.
The identification methodology for the UH-60A
employed the simulation data for the night conditions,
>t=O. and j.l=0.193. For each respective flight condition,
the identification analysis was performed at two rotor
azimuthal positions, \j/=0. and \j/=90. deg. Figures 9.
and I 0. provide examples for the steady and first
harmonic cosine displacement coefficients at j.l=O. One
set of parameter curves, in each figure, are the simulated
data and are considered to be an "exact" set of
measurements which are labeled as "Data" and are referred
to as "measured data". The other set of parameter curves
are the data generated from the identification methodology
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and are labeled as "Identification". Each curve is
comprised of 49 radially distributed data points and the
placement of the symbol markers is without significance.
As can be seen, the correlation between the measured data
and the identified results are excellent.
The results from the analysis of the distributed external
forces and moments are next correlnted with experimental
flight test data from the UH-60A flight test program as
0.08

~

>
"i

shown in Fig. 11. through 16. A range of harmonics at
J.1=.193 and \j/=0. deg. are shown. In each figure, one set
of parameter curves are the UH-60A airloads flight test
data which are an exact set of measurements and are
labeled as "Flight Test". The other set of parameter
curves are the corresponding external moments generated
from the identification methodology and are labeled as
"Identification". The external forces and moments, in per
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unit length in the analysis, have been
nondimensionalized for presentation by the factors
2
2
p(QR) c and p(QR) c2, respectively. Again, it can
be seen that the correlation between the flight test data
and the identified results are excellent.
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Fig. 16. Nondimensionalized Identified External Moment
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The results, as shown, indicate that the flat wise and
chordwise shears are correctly identified in the analysis
since the external forces are dependent upon the shears.
Through the blade response and external load
identification analysis it has been shown that the
identification methodology is properly posed and that
solution process is correct. It was shown that the
correlation is excellent between the simulated and
identified displacements. Finally, the correlation is
excellent between the identified and experimental airloads
and it is reasonable to conclude that the identification
process for external loads and moments has been
validated. It is also concluded that the identified external
loads are suitable for use in the identification of the
airloads in the wind axes, the corresponding induced
inflow.

The identification of airloads and inflow
identification methodology in the wind axes system is
now considered. It is noted that experimental data me
unavailable to directly compare with any of these

identified span wise parameters, and as such, the figures
are presented for examination of the methodology and
process. The methodology employed the identified
external loads data for the flight condition ~-t=0.193 and
lji=O. deg. Also, only the first six harmonics (including
the zeroth harmonic) have been analyzed. The first and
higher harmonics of the sectional lift and aerodynamic
pitching moment combined the circulatory terms and
noncirculatory terms to give the total load for the
particular harmonic.
The induced inflow is presented in nondimensional
form as, u/QR. The aerodynamic forces and pitching
moment been nondimensionalized by the factors
2
2
p(QR) c and p(QR) c2, respectively. The radial
distribution is presented for each of the evaluated
parameters and each curve is comprised of 49 radially
distributed data points.
These inflow examples, Fig. 17. and 18., show the
longitudinal inflow variation (aft portion) results for the
forward flight case and present the harmonics of the
radially distributed induced flow. The inflow results that
are presented throughout the analysis are the total induced
flow (momentum + forward flight component). The
angle of attack of the hub plane was considered for the
forward flight condition using the fuselage Euler angle
from flight test and the rotor shaft geometric data.
Because the induced flow plays an important role in the
identification of the airloads on the blade, it was desired
to present the summation of the first ten harmonics,
including the steady coefficient. It is noted from these
figures, the reduction in magnitude of the induced flow
near r=.95R, particularly for the zeroth harmonic. This
phenomenon is probably due to the trailed vortex at the
blade tip. It is further noted that at the blade root and tip,
in addition to the lift, drag and aerodynamic pitching
moment being zero, the relative air flow is highly threedimensional and as such the inflow values are not
accurate at these and neighboring radial locations. The
positive induced flow indicates the blade is flapping up
which corroborates the flight test data, 131 c=2.34 and
J3ls=l.l9 deg. As can be seen from the forward flight
case, the first and higher harmonics of the induced flow,
are relatively large in magnitude. Especially the first
harmonic which is of the same order of magnitude as the
zeroth harmonic, a necessary result for the helicopter to
maintain forward flight.
The aerodynamic loads in the wind axes are shown in
Fig. 19. to 23. which provide the results for the case
~-t=.193 at lji=O. de g. The sectional Iift were obtained by
rotating the external pressure forces into the wind axes as
previously discussed. The sectional lift in Fig. 19 and
20. are very similar in magnitude and shape to the Fig.
II. and 12. as expecced. This is the case since the
product F11 sino:e, when not in the stall regime, is second
order small and consequently has a small influence on the
lift. It is important, however, to not discard the Fllsinae
term since in the steady stall condition, its role becomes
increasingly important. This assumes that the airfoil
tables utilized in the analysis are valid for high angles of
attack. The steady sectional drag is shown in Fig. 21.
where the sectional drag is defined as positive aft. Of the
harmonics, only the steady sectional drag term is
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presented since the magnitudes of the higher harmonics
are exceedingly small for presentation. In Figures 21.
and 22., the aerodynamic pitching moments are shown.
This parameter was generated using the lift in the wind
axes, the pitching moment at the aerodynamic center and
aerodynamic center offset data. Because the available
aerodynamic center offset data is constant with angle of
attack, large discrepancies exist between the external
pitching moment, Ma, in Fig. 15. and 16. and the
corresponding cases of Mapm for the radial region where
the angle of attack on the blade is relatively large, namely

the inner half of the blade radius.
The identified results, in general, have an excellent
correlation with the experimental data provided therein.
However, since random errors, in the form of noise, in
the simulated data does not exist, the results are not
fortuitous and are an inevitable outcome. Since it is well
known that the experimental measurements are an
important basis for identification, an error analysis was
performed to evaluate the robustness of the identification
method. Two error analyses was performed. The first, in
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a realistic sense, where the simulated bending-torsion
moments perturbed at only 8 radial locations. The sensor
location points were equally spaced at .I R intervals from
r=.2R to r=.9R where it is noted that these points
coincided with specific calculation points on the blade.
In this analysis, two error cases were investigated which
consisted of a ±2% and ±5% random errors, respectively.
The blade displacements and external loads were identified
for these two error cases and only the 5% random error
case is presented, Fig. 24. and 25., due to space
constraints. The second error analysis consisted of
perturbing the external forces and moment at all 49 radial
stations with the ±2% and ±5% random errors. This
analysis was performed to consider the sensitivity of the
airloads and inflow identification process to errors in the
external loads. Fig. 26. presents results for the identified
inflow and Fig. 27. to 29. presents results for the
identified airloads calculated in the wind axes system.
It can be seen, for the error cases considered, that the
identified inflow and airloads are fairly insensitive to the
prescribed errors. This is due to the fact that the inflow
and airloads depend primarily on the external force F1;
which is rather insensitive to errors of a reasonably small

Fig. 25. ±5% Random Error on Moments at 8 Points,
Nondimensionalized Flatwise and Chordwise
Displacements and Torsion Displacement, First
Harmonic, 11=0., \j/=0.
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magnitude. Also, the first and higher harmonics are not
greatly influenced by errors in part due to the fact that the
identified displacements are insensitive to perturbations.
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aerodynamics. Finally, an error analysis was performed
to investigate the sensitivity of the identified parameters
to random errors imposed on the simulated blade moment
data and external loads data. It was shown that for the
parameters considered, the identification analysis was
rather insensitive to the range of errors imposed and that
the method is reasonably robust for airload and inflow
identification.
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